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When it comes to choosing a fence we understand that
you want a fence that ticks all the boxes: Good Looking,
Easy to Maintain and Durable. That’s why at Metroll we
manufacture a range of fence profiles made from genuine
COLORBOND® steel. Couple that with our exceptional
engineering and local manufacture and you can’t go
wrong choosing the right fence.

Why a
Metroll Fence?

Quality Guaranteed
Warranty
Low Maintenance
Tried & Tested
Made Locally
Accessories
Colour Choice
Better Privacy

Don’t be fooled, not all fences are created the same, so at Metroll we pride
ourselves on ensuring we factor in all the important items that make our
fencing the better choice.
Manufactured using only 100% Australian made BlueScope COLORBOND®
steel. Not all coloured steel fencing is made from COLORBOND® steel.
It’s easy to check; COLORBOND® steel fencing is branded with a laser
engraving on either side of the fence at least three times on each 2.4m
section.
Manufactured for compliance to all relevant Australian Standards and
backed by a warranty of up to 10 years from BlueScope*.
No painting - simply hose clean!
COLORBOND® steel is made specifically for the harsh Australian climate
with 50 years of testing and an unbeatable reputation for strength and
durability.
Manufactured locally with no lengthy wait times and the flexibility to supply
non-standard lengths.
Includes a range of accessories to help personalise your fence and which
can be added post-installation.
Available in the fabulous range of 14 COLORBOND® colours.
Say goodbye to that gap in the fence and the annoying fence rattle. When
installed correctly, Metroll’s range of fencing has smooth surfaces and close
fitting panels without gaps, visible footholds or loose palings.

EASY MAINTENANCE
Keeping your Metroll fence looking it’s best could not be easier, simply
hose it down periodically with water and use a soft broom to remove
any cobwebs. Avoid letting soil or garden fill build up against your
fence as this will retain water and cause corrosion. Avoid spraying
your fence with garden sprays and fertilisers as this may damage
the fence. Should this occur, simply wash the fence down with water.

Made in Australia

Trimclad

There is always a place for
classics and the Trimclad®
profile from Metroll is a long
standing fencing favourite.

Surfmist ®

Harmony
Harmony is the ultimate in
fencing profiles that gives
both neighbours the best
side of the fence. Not only
does it look great, but it has
been engineered to be
strong and overlap cleanly.

Exclusive to Metroll

THINGS TO CONSIDER
WHEN PLANNING
YOUR FENCE

STEPPED

TAPERED

®

The key to getting things done right is often in the planning,
the same applies when you are looking to install a fence.
Getting the details right before you start will ensure your fence
is long lasting and trouble free. Be sure to take the time to
address the following items:

Installation
RAKED

Woodland Grey

If the ground is not level
where your fence is being
installed you will need to
consider if the fence will be
stepped or raked. You will
also need to taper the end
of your fence over the last
two panels where there is
no corner, unless you live in
Wind Region A or Terrain
Category 3 of Region B. Ask
you fence installer for more
detail.

Post Footings

Suitable post footings are critical to the correct
installation and performance of your fence. If post
footings are inadequate your fence is likely to wobble
and even fall over. There are a number of variables
that need to be considered when establishing the
correct footing requirements; these include Post and
Rail Lengths, Wind Region, Terrain Category and the
type of ground the fence will be installed into. Your
fence installer needs to factor in all of these items to
ensure your final fence is solid and long lasting.

Available in
14 colours to
complement
your home

Domain®

Riversand®

Harmony - Woodland Grey®
Surfmist®

Basalt®

Woodland Grey®

Jasper®

Ironstone®

Pale Eucalypt®

Evening Haze®

Wilderness®

Paperbark®

Monument®

Panel
Widths:

2365mm
3125mm

Panel
Heights:

900mm
1200mm
1500mm
1800mm
2100mm

Standard
Panel:

2365mm W
x 1800mm H

Shale Grey®

Dune®

Accessories available
Check with Metroll or your
Fence Installer.
Secondary
Colour Range
Check with Metroll
regarding the availability
of these colours.

Deep Ocean®

formerly Bluestone

Harvest®

Bushland®

formerly Teatree

Colour swatches and images have been reproduced as accurately as possible.
However, Metroll recommend always checking your chosen colour against an
actual product sample before purchasing.
COLORBOND®, BlueScope, the BlueScope Steel brand and ® colour names are all
registered trademarks of BlueScope Steel Limited.
Metroll incorporating Roofmart and Mastertruss. ABN 28 008 775 442.

Red Oak®

formerly Manor Red

Cottage Green®
formerly Evergreen

metroll.com.au
Phone: 08 9365 5444
5 Chilver Street, Kewdale, WA 6105

All reasonable care has been taken in the compilation of the information
contained in this brochure. All recommendations on the use of our products are
made without guarantee as conditions of use are beyond the control of Metroll.
It is the customers responsibility to ensure that the product is fit for its intended
purpose and that the actual conditions of use are suitable. Metroll pursues a policy
of continuous development and reserves the right to amend specifications without
prior notice. The Metroll M and Logo are registered trademarks of Metroll Pty Ltd.
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